MAGNOLIA

- **Mississippi**
- **Alliance**
- for **Gaining**
- **New**
- **Opportunities through**
- **Library**
- **Information**
- **Access**
MAGNOLIA History

- Established 1997
- Statewide Consortium---by and for libraries!
- All databases = all users
- Legislative Support
Useful MAGNOLIA Resources

- MAGNOLIA website
- MAGNOLIA Training Resources
WELCOME to MAGNOLIA, the Mississippi Alliance for Gaining New Opportunities Through Library Information Access.

MAGNOLIA is a statewide consortium funded by the Mississippi Legislature which provides online research databases for publicly funded K-12 schools, public libraries, community college libraries, and university libraries in Mississippi.

MAGNOLIA began in 1997 when Mississippi legislators appropriated $568,000 to purchase online databases for publicly funded libraries in Mississippi. Senator Grey Ferris of Vicksburg was instrumental in bringing this project to the legislature. The legislature continues to fund MAGNOLIA even after 10 years. With funding now exceeding $1.2 million, MAGNOLIA databases are being used by libraries and the citizens of Mississippi.

The MAGNOLIA databases have been of great benefit to Mississippi residents since August 1997. In addition to searching the databases in libraries across the state, individuals can also access the electronic resources available through MAGNOLIA from their home or office computers. Interested individuals should contact their local library for the necessary location ID and/or password.

MAGNOLIA News

07/6/2010: MAGNOLIA Update --

Previously the MAGNOLIA Steering Committee reported that MAGNOLIA had suffered a decrease in its budget from the Mississippi Legislature. Since that time, the Committee has been working with several libraries and entities around the state to identify funding to maintain some of the MAGNOLIA resources.

OCLC WorldCat: We are very fortunate that Shanman Smith, Executive Director, Mississippi Library Commission, proposed to the MLC Board (and they accepted the proposal) that LSTA funding be used to pay the subscription to OCLC WorldCat. Therefore, all libraries will continue to have access to the OCLC WorldCat resources through MAGNOLIA.

CREDO Reference: Likewise, several libraries and entities provided the necessary funding to keep the CREDO Reference database.

Contributors include:

• MELO (the Community College Virtual Library),
• Mississippi Library Commission,
• Mississippi State University,
• University of Southern Mississippi,
MAGNOLIA Training Resources  Tags: magnolia information literacy library science curriculum and instruction education

This guide provides training resources for use with MAGNOLIA databases. Also included are handouts and PowerPoint slides from prior MAGNOLIA presentations.

Last update: Sep 23rd, 2010  URL: http://guides.library.msstate.edu/magnolia

The Library Instructional Services Department of the MSU Libraries actively works to promote and support the MAGNOLIA (Mississippi Alliance for Gaining New Opportunities Through Library Information Access) project through workshops, online training sessions, and training materials. Please feel free to use any of the materials or tutorials provided in this guide when working with MAGNOLIA databases or training!

If you have questions about any of the resources provided in this guide, please feel free to contact the Library Instructional Services Department at (662) 325-0910.

Database Highlight

Credo Reference continues to update its content. When new materials are added, we will highlight some of the new reference titles you have available to your library.

CredoReference provides an online ready reference collection that includes hundreds of encyclopedias, dictionaries, handbooks, directories, and other reference resources. Here are some of the latest titles added to the CredoReference collection:
MS Association of Career and Technical Education Presentations

The following presentations were made at the 2009 Mississippi Association of Career and Technical Education. All files are in pdf format.

- Incorporating Information Literacy into the Workforce
  PowerPoint slides. Presented by Elizabeth Downey

- Health Information Resources for Educators
  PowerPoint slides. Presented by Brad Brazzeal.

- Copyright: What Every Educator Should Know
  PowerPoint slides. Presented by Brad Brazzeal.

- MAGNOLIA and Business Resources
  PowerPoint slides. Presented by Deborah Lee.

- Internet Safety and Acceptable Use Policies
  PowerPoint slides. Presented by Deborah Lee.
MAGNOLIA: Columbus-Lowndes Library System, Columbus

RESOURCES

Database A-Z List: (Click here for a complete list of databases by title.)

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

Databases by Subjects:

- Agriculture & Life Sciences
- Animals
- Architecture, Art & Design
- Biography
- Biological Sciences
- Business & Industry - Economics
- Chemistry
- Communication
- Education
- Encyclopedias
- Engineering
- English
- Environment
- Foreign Languages
- Geosciences
- Health / Medicine
- History
- Law / Government Documents
- Library Science
- Mathematics & Statistics
- Music
- Other Databases
- Philosophy & Religion
- Physics & Astronomy
- Political Science and Public Administration
- Psychology
- Sociology, Anthropology & Social Work

Databases by Provider:

- Ebsco
- Credo
- OCLC
Resources especially for Elementary School Students

- Kids Search
- Encyclopedia of Animals
- Searchasaurus Map
- AJKids.com
- EBSCO Research Databases
- Primary Search
- READING RAINBOW
- YAHOO!GANS! the Web Guide for Kids
- More MAGNOLIA Databases
- MAGNOLIA at home

Great Web Sites for Kids

- Association for Library Service to Children
- American Library Association
Resources especially for Middle School Students

- EBSCO Research Databases
- Middle Search Plus
- Fulltext Poetry Resources
- KidsClick!
- Ask Jeeves
- Harry Potter
- Explore Science
- More MAGNOLIA Databases
- MAGNOLIA at home
K-12 Databases

- Image Collection
- Primary Search
- Middle Search
- MAS Ultra-School Edition
- TOPIcsearch
- Literary Reference Center

- Book Collection: Nonfiction
- Newspaper Source
- General Science Collection
- History Reference Center
1. **MR. GORE, YOUR SOLUTION TO GLOBAL WARMING IS WRONG.**
   Subjects: CLIMATIC changes -- Prevention; GLOBAL temperature changes -- Economic aspects; RENEWABLE energy sources -- Research; GLOBAL warming -- Government policy; COST effectiveness
   Database: MasterFILE Premier
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   ![Relevancy](image)
   HTML Full Text
   ![PDF Full Text](image)

2. **Global Cooling: Science and Myth.**
   Subjects: GLOBAL warming; CLIMATIC changes; HANSEN, James; GLOBAL temperature changes; ENVIRONMENTAL disasters; GREENHOUSE effect, Atmospheric; ENVIRONMENTAL degradation
   Database: MasterFILE Premier
   ![Add to folder](image)
   ![Relevancy](image)
   ![Show all 7 images](image)
   ![PDF Full Text](image) (9.3MB)

3. **Disaster Capitalism.**
Storm prey (May 2010)

Author: Sandford, John. 1544 Feb. 23-

Series: Prey series, 20

Description: Weather Karkinnen, surgeon, wife of an investigator named Lucas Davenport, unwittingly witnesses the robbery of the hospital pharmacy where she works. With the death of a pharmacy worker on their hands, the three thieves set out to find out who Weather is, and eliminate the only possible witness....

Book Appeal Terms: Definition of Appeal Terms

Genre: Suspense stories

Storyline: Plot-driven

Pace: Fast-paced

Tone: Suspenseful; Violent

Writing Style: Compelling; Gritty; Richly-detailed

Persistent link to this record (Permalink):

Database: NovelList

View Links: Search for more information on this book in EBSCOhost
Series Title: Prey series

Also Known as: Lucas Davenport novels

Series Author: Sandford, John, 1944 Feb. 23-

Series Type: Adults, Fiction

Description: (First book in series) Lieutenant Lucas Davenport is determined to track down a diabolically clever serial killer who leads a double life, carefully picks out his female victim, and taunts the police with notes signed "Maddog."

Book Appeal Terms: Definition of Appeal Terms

Genre: Mystery stories, Suspense stories

Storyline: Plot-driven

Pace: Fast-paced

Tone: Suspenseful, Violent

Writing Style: Compelling, Gritty, Richly-detailed

Persistent link to this record (Permalink): http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&db=qk2

Database: NovelList

View Links: Search for more information on this book in EBSCOhost

EBSCOhost for this Author

Books in the Series

More About This Series

Page: 1

Sort by: Volume

View: Detailed

Rules of Prey (Jul 1989)
Searching: **Business Source Complete** | Choose Databases

## Search Options

### Search modes
- **Boolean/Phrase**
- **Find all my search terms**
- **Find any of my search terms**
- **SmartText Searching** [Hint](#)

### Apply related words
- **Also search within the full text of the articles**

## Limit your results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Full Text</th>
<th>Scholarly (Peer Reviewed) Journals</th>
<th>References Available</th>
<th>Published Date from</th>
<th>Publication Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Type**:
- **Academic Journal**
- **Periodical**
- **Trade Publication**
1. Social Entrepreneurship: Why We Don't Need a New Theory and How We Move Forward From Here.


Subjects: SOCIAL entrepreneurship, MANAGEMENT science; ENTREPRENEURSHIP, INDUSTRIES -- Social aspects; DECISION theory; CORPORATE culture; INNOVATION management; SOCIAL responsibility of business; CREATIVE ability in business; OPERATIONS research; INNOVATIONS in business; NONPROFIT sector

Database: Business Source Complete

2. The Influence of Personality Traits and Demographic Factors on Social Entrepreneurship Start Up Intentions.


Subjects: ENTREPRENEURSHIP, RESEARCH; BUSINESS ethics; PROFESSIONAL ethics; BUSINESSMEN -- Conduct of life; BUSINESS intelligence; SOCIAL responsibility of business; ORGANIZATIONAL ideology; INDUSTRIES -- Social aspects; SOCIAL entrepreneurship; NEW business enterprises; MANAGEMENT; FINANCIAL crises; GLOBAL Financial Crisis, 2008-2009; ECONOMIC opportunities

Database: Business Source Complete
1. Harvard FSS: The Revolution in Retailing

Lecturers: Bell, David E. Harvard Business School Faculty Seminar Series; 2005. Duration: 1:03:38. (AN: 1037c)
Subjects: RETAIL trade; STORES, Retail; CORPORATIONS -- Growth; PRICING; PHYSICAL distribution of goods; CONSUMER goods; RETAIL trade; STORES, Retail; CORPORATIONS -- Growth; PRICING; PHYSICAL distribution of goods; CONSUMER goods

Database: Business Videos

Add to folder

PDF Full Text Video

2. Harvard FSS: Creating Customer-Centric Cultures: Lessons From High-Performance Organizations

Subjects: MARKETING -- Management; CUSTOMER relations; INNOVATION management; COMPETITION; CORPORATE culture; BUSINESS enterprises -- Evaluation; MARKETING -- Management; CUSTOMER relations; INNOVATION management; COMPETITION; CORPORATE culture; BUSINESS enterprises -- Evaluation

Database: Business Videos

Add to folder

PDF Full Text Video


Subjects: COMPETITION, International; INTERNATIONAL trade; ECONOMIC development -- Government policy; MONETARY policy; COMMERCIAL policy; ECONOMIC trends; COMPETITION, International; INTERNATIONAL trade; ECONOMIC development -- Government policy; MONETARY policy; COMMERCIAL policy; ECONOMIC trends

Database: Business Videos

Add to folder

PDF Full Text Video
Business Databases

- Business Source Complete
- Economia y Negocios
- Hospitality & Tourism Complete
- Information Science & Technology Abstracts
- Insurance Periodicals Index
- Legal Collection
- MasterFile Premier
- Newspaper Source
- Regional Business News
- Vocational & Career Collection
1. The Ecologies of *African American Poetry Collections*.  
   Subjects: AMERICAN poetry; POETRY; COLLECTIONS; LITERATURE -- Collections; ANTHOLOGIES; AFRICAN American authors; ECOCRITICISM  
   Database: Humanities International Complete

2. From Rupture to Remembering: Flesh Memory and the Embodied Experimentalism of Akilah Oliver.  
   Subjects: POETRY; AMERICAN poetry; EXPERIMENTAL poetry; AFRICAN American authors; HISTORY & criticism; MEMORY in literature; IDENTITY (Psychology) in literature; AFRICAN American lesbians -- Identity; SHE Said Dialogues: Flesh Memory, The (Book); OLIVER, Akilah  
   Database: Humanities International Complete

   Subjects: MEMOIRS; POETRY; WITNESSES; AFRICAN diaspora; AFRICAN American women; ARAB American women  
   Database: Humanities International Complete
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Abstract</th>
<th>Add</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
   
   By: Manton, Kevin; *Contemporary British History*, Sep 2009, Vol. 23 Issue 3, p. 363, 230
   
   Subjects: FOOD supply -- Government policy; BEVERIDGE, William Henry Beveridge, Baron, 1879-1963; WORLD War, 1939-1945 -- Food supply; WORLD War, 1914-1918; RATIONING; GREAT Britain -- Politics & government -- 1910-1936
   
   Database: History Reference Center

2. **Against the Grain.**
   
   By: Runge, Carlisle Ford and Runge, Carlisle Piel, *Foreign Affairs*, Jan/Feb 2010, Vol. 89 Issue 1, p. 8, 70, Reading Level (Lexile): 1470
   
   Subjects: GREEN Revolution; FOOD supply; MALTHUS, T. R. (Thomas Robert), 1766-1834; AGRICULTURE & state; SUPPLY & demand; DEVELOPING countries
   
   Database: History Reference Center

3. **Lever Act.**
   
   
   Subjects: FOOD; UNITED States -- Economic policy; WORLD War, 1914-1918
   
   Database: History Reference Center
January 11, 1944 Address of President Franklin D. Roosevelt

January 11, 1944 Address of President Franklin D. Roosevelt

Ladies and gentlemen:

Today I sent my Annual Message to the Congress, as required by the Constitution. It has been my custom to deliver these Annual Messages in person, and they have been broadcast to the Nation. I intended to follow this same custom this year. But, like a great many other people (of my fellow countrymen), I have had the "flu" and, although I am practically recovered, my Doctor simply would not permit me to leave the White House to go up to the Capitol.

Only a few of the newspapers of the United States can print the Message in full, and I am anxious that the American people be given an opportunity to hear what I have recommended to the Congress for this very fateful year in our history -- and the reasons for those recommendations. Here is what I said: This Nation in the past two years has become an active partner in the world's greatest war against human slavery.

We have joined with like-minded people in order to defend ourselves in a world that has been gravely threatened with gangster rule.

But I do not think that any of us Americans can be content with mere survival. Sacrifices that we and our Allies are making impose upon us all a sacred obligation to see to it that out of this war we and our children will gain something better than mere survival.

We are united in determination that this war shall not be followed by another interim which leads to new disaster -- that we shall not repeat the tragic errors of ostrich isolationism.
Arts/Humanities Databases

- Humanities International Complete
- International Bibliography of Theater & Dance (w/Full Text)
- History Reference Center
- Literary Reference Center
- Book Collection: Nonfiction
- Religion & Philosophy Collection
1. Fifty-Year Trends in *Global* Ocean Salinities and Their Relationship to Broad-Scale *Warming*.  
   By: Durack, Paul J.; Wijffels, Susan E. *Journal of Climate*, Aug2010, Vol. 23 Issue 16, p4342-4352, 21p, 2 Charts, 10 Graphs; DOI: 10.1175/2010JCLI377.1; (AN 53561179)  
   Subjects: SALINITY; EL Nino Current; *GLOBAL warming*; PRECIPITATION (Meteorology); CLIMATOLOGY; SOUTHERN oscillation; OCEAN waves; SEA surface microlayer  
   Database: Environment Complete  
   Show all 14 images  
   ![Image](image1.png) ![Image](image2.png) ![Image](image3.png)  
   Add to folder | Relevancy: | Cited References: (63) | Times Cited in this Database: (1)  
   PDF Full Text (2.5MB)  

   By: Shang-Ping Xie; Daser, Clara; Vecchi, Gabriel A.; Jan Ma; Hayyan Teng; Wittenberg, Andrew T. *Journal of Climate*, Feb2010, Vol. 23 Issue 4, p966-986, 21p, 2 Charts, 3 Graphs, 12 Maps; DOI: 10.1175/2009JCLI3293.1; (AN 48270319)  
   Subjects: *GLOBAL warming*; RAIN & rainfall; OCEAN temperature; WEATHER; PRECIPITATION (Meteorology); ENVIRONMENTAL degradation; GLOBAL temperature changes; CLIMATOLOGY  
   Database: Environment Complete  
   Show all 17 images  
   ![Image](image4.png) ![Image](image5.png) ![Image](image6.png)  
   Add to folder | Relevancy: | Cited References: (69)
**Publication Details For ** *Agricultural Pollution*

**Title:** Agricultural Pollution  
**ISBN:** 9780419213901  
**Publisher Information:** Taylor & Francis Ltd / Books  
4 Park Square  
Milton Park  
Abingdon  
Oxfordshire OX14 4RN  

**Bibliographic Records:** 08/22/2002 to 09/21/2002  
**Full Text:** 08/22/2002 to 09/21/2002  
**Link to this Publication:** [http://search.ebscohost.com](http://search.ebscohost.com)  
**Publication Type:** Book  
**Subjects:** Agriculture & Farming; Pollution Control & Waste Management  
**Publisher URL:** [http://www.eBookstore.tandf.co.uk](http://www.eBookstore.tandf.co.uk)  
**Frequency:** 1  
**Peer Reviewed:** No
Agriculture and Pollution

1.1 SETTING THE SCENE

During the latter half of the twentieth century, the global human population doubled from less than 3000 million to 6000 million. As the global population increases, demand for food continues to rise. This leads to the intensification of agriculture which in turn places increasing demands on the natural environment (Brown et al., 2000).

Agriculture is of fundamental importance to any national economy and the lifeblood of rural communities throughout the world. It occupies 35% of the world’s land surface with 11% under direct cultivation and 24% managed as permanent pasture (UNEP, 1992). In the United Kingdom more than 76% of land is under agricultural production (MAFF, 2000a). The first evidence of agricultural activity in the UK can be traced back to 5000 BC (Reed, 1990), although our book is concerned with changes occurring only in the last 70 years or so. The UK agricultural industry has undergone a major revolution since the 1930s; progress in animal and crop breeding, the availability of pesticides and fertilisers, and ever-advancing technology has resulted in a substantial increase in productivity and levels of national self-sufficiency.

Successive government policies, notably the farm support measures of the Agriculture Act 1947...
Agricultural Pollution: Environmental Problems and Practical Solutions (Spon's Environmental Science and Engineering Series) [Paperback]

Graham Merrington (Author), Dr Linton Winder Nfa (Author), R. Parkinson (Author), Mark Redman (Author), L. Winder (Author)

No customer reviews yet. Be the first.

Price: $73.99 & eligible for free shipping with Amazon Prime

In Stock.
Ships from and sold by Amazon.com. Gift-wrap available.

Want it delivered Wednesday, October 20? Order it in the next 23 hours and 47 minutes, and choose One-Day Shipping at checkout. Details

15 new from $9.99  8 used from $7.00

Join Amazon Student and get FREE Two-Day Shipping for one year with Amazon Prime shipping benefits.

Formats

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Amazon Price</th>
<th>New from</th>
<th>Used from</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kindle Edition</td>
<td>$53.80</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardcover</td>
<td>$190.00</td>
<td>$124.28</td>
<td>$59.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$73.99</td>
<td>$5.98</td>
<td>$7.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Science/Technology

- AGRICOLA
- Environment Complete
- Garden, Landscape & Horticulture Index
- Computer Science Index
- Computer Source
- Internet & Personal Computing Abstracts
- GreenFile
Global Warming

[article] Increase in average global temperature, amounting to approximately 0.74°C/1.3°F from 1906 to 2005. Much of this is thought to be...

Reference Entries

Global Warming in Science in the Contemporary World: An Encyclopedia

the greenhouse effect, the average temperature on Earth would be about −18 degrees Celsius (0 degree Fahrenheit). By the end of the century, global warming... to 1.260 parts per million. The scientific effort to understand global warming has encouraged paleoclimatological studies to determine past climate


climate warming on a global scale, usually attributed to an enhanced greenhouse effect. There is no doubt that the temperature of the Earth has... cause of recent global warming. The link between these two phenomena is explored by mathematical models of the energy balance of the Earth's surface

Global Warming in Philip's Encyclopedia 2008

for industrial nations to cut industrial emissions that cause global warming... 1550 1600 1650 1700 1750 1800 1850 1900 1950 2000 2050 Short-wave solar... to Earth (4). This is known as the 'greenhouse effect' because the gases act like the glass of a greenhouse. On a global scale...
Global Warming

Increase in average global temperature, amounting to approximately 0.74°C/1.3°F from 1906 to 2005. Much of this is thought to be related to human activity. Global temperature has been highly variable in Earth history and many fluctuations in global temperature have occurred in historical times, but this most recent episode of warming coincides with the spread of industrialization, prompting the suggestion that it is the result of an accelerated greenhouse effect caused by atmospheric pollutants, especially carbon dioxide gas. The melting and collapse of parts of the Larsen Ice Shelf, Antarctica, in two distinct events in January 1995 and February 2000, have been attributed to global warming, as has the reduction in the Arctic polar ice cap. Melting of land-based ice is expected to raise the sea level in the coming decades (melting of floating ice does not alter sea level).

> Read Complete Article

© RM, 2009. All rights reserved. Helicon Publishing is a division of RM.

APA | Chicago | Harvard | MLA
Save citation to My saved results


> DEFINITION

global warming from Chambers 21st Century Dictionary

noun: ecology a gradual increase in the average temperature of the Earth’s surface and its atmosphere which has been attributed to the greenhouse effect.

[1970s]

> MORE ENTRIES FROM CREDO

Global Warming

Global Warming

The possibility of significant warming of the Earth’s atmosphere over the next century is arguably the most important environmental problem...

global warming

The Encyclopedia of Ecology and Environmental Management, Blackwell Science

RELATED TOPICS


RECENTLY VISITED
In Red Hot Lies I detailed many things a fraction of which, if as widely aired as the claptrap that passes for political and substantive dialogue on...
Questions?

Dr. Deborah Lee
dlee@library.msstate.edu